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Nightmares!
SFRG NEWSLETTER

Welcome to the first edition of the Nightmare SFRG newsletter! In
this edition of our newsletter, we are excited to share with you
some of our recent achievements and upcoming events. Notably,
our recent battalion field training exercise and upcoming joint
training exercise in Japan. We are looking forward to enjoying the
remaining summer months with you all. Thank you for everything
you do to support our soldiers, families, and unit! 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE BN CDR

        
     3-2 GSAB Families – Thanks for taking the time to read this newsletter! I wanted to take some time to
show my appreciation for your Soldier’s work here on the Korean Peninsula. Rest assured, your sacrifices
and the dedication of your Soldier is making a difference here.

     Our team is more trained and ready to deter our enemies here in Korea than we ever have been
before. Over the past several months, 3-2 GSAB has ramped up collective training across the Battalion.
Collective training means we are putting together all 7 companies to accomplish larger missions. To be
able to move to this phase of training means your Soldier is proficient and validated at basic tasks. For us
to accomplish anything, it is directly tied to the hard work and dedication everyone in 3-2 GSAB displays
daily.

     The last couple months were extremely busy for The Nightmare Battalion. Last month we conducted a
Field Training Exercise from 28 MAY-7 JUN. This was an intense training event designed to simulate the
rigors of our job in an expeditionary environment. The team performed flawlessly, conducting 24 hour
operations while living, planning, and executing operations out of tents in the Korean Theater of
Operations. Every single company increased mission proficiency, and I am confident our team continues
to remain ready to Fight Tonight. Their readiness is what ensures stability here in Korea and by
consequence in the entire Pacific Region. 

     D/3-2 GSAB changed command in June where we welcomed Aryne and Emily Riley to the Nightmare
Team. Aces are in great hands moving forward with this power command team.
 In the upcoming quarter, the Battalion’s largest mission is Operation Orient Shield in Japan from
approximately 10-31 JUL. For this exercise, we will be sending an Aviation Task Force consisting of AH-64E,
CH-47F, and UH-60L to central Japan to conduct a joint training exercise with US and Japanese forces. This
will be an interesting and rewarding problem for the team, but will take dedicated focus from your
Soldiers. Our alliance with Japan, like our alliance with Korea, is critical to the stability of the Pacific
Region and an important mission.

     Keep an eye out towards the end of the summer for a 3-2 GSAB Family Day! We will schedule this to
ensure maximum participation outside of other requirements.
 As we move into the summer months, there will be teammates coming and going. If you are leaving the
Battalion soon, I want to thank you and your Soldier for their dedication. Soldiers are important, but they
can't do their job without the support of their Families. I wish you all the best! If you ever need anything
from our Battalion, whether you are here on command sponsorship or your Soldier is doing an
unaccompanied tour, please reach out to me directly at Anthony.j.snipes.mil@army.mil.

LTC Tony Snipes
NIGHTMARE 06

mailto:Anthony.j.snipes.mil@army.mil
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A MESSAGE FROM THE BN CSM
CSM COLE

The Soldiers of the Nightmare Battalion never cease to amaze me.
With a steady OPTEMPO focused on flying, fixing, and fueling, the
Soldiers continue to demonstrate what it means to be a worldclass
Army Aviation organization. I’m constantly awestruck by the
determination many Soldiers exhibit, finding new and more
creative ways to conduct business daily while throwing aside old
monikers like “that’s the way we’ve always done it.” Although the
organization exudes a level of excellence not easily replicated, we
aren’t without fault either. We do at times struggle to finetune
processes and at time we make less than stellar decisions.
However, we see our shortcomings and we understand who is
impacted. It is our goal to correct mistakes, provide better for our
Soldiers and their families, and demonstrate that we are a learning
organization.
 
You matter!
 
Nightmare 07



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3-2 GSAB Families,  

 
From May 28th to June 7th, the Nightmare Battalion conducted our annual Field 

Training Exercise (FTX), cumulating the past 12-months of training our formations 
executed into an overarching large-scale training event.  Nightmare Leaders and Soldiers 
were given a scenario-based situation, simulating a peninsula-scale operation against a hybrid 
threat, to test and challenge their capabilities in an austere environment.    

On May 28th, we initiated a 4-hour recall formation in the early hours of that Tuesday 
morning with an Emergency Deployment Readiness Exercise (EDRE).  Each Soldier came 
ready to answer the call of duty and prepared to execute training!  This is when the Battalion 
began to execute 24-hour operations, deploying our pilots to simulate Non-Evacuee 
Operations (NEO) air movements of non-combatants to secured locations.  Simultaneously, 
3-2 GSAB conducted a combined live-fire training and air-assault operations with Soldiers 
from 3rd Cavalry Regiment (3CR) at the Rodriguez Live Firing Course (RLFC) from May 
29th – June 6th.  Additionally, the United States Air Force (USAF)-Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape (SERE) 

instructors trained our Soldiers on how to survive within austere environments while 
isolated, which trained our pilots and staff to conduct personnel recovery training of 
isolated persons. 

On June 1st, the Battalion deployed the formation to the field to demonstrate an 
expeditionary deployment as a deliberate scatter from Camp Humphreys for unit 
survivability.  Once in the field, we established the Battalion’s 
forward tactical area for base defense while establishing the 
tactical operations center and forward arming and refueling 
point (FARP).  From the training area, Soldiers maintained 
security postures, establishing a base defense against opposition 
forces (OPFOR) with simultaneous ongoing missions.  
Companies managed to train their formations on austere 

aircraft recovery, field maintenance, aerial reconnaissance, daily resupply convoys, air 
medical evacuations, and air traffic control operations.  On June 6th, the FTX’s cumulating 
event combined the efforts for redeploying the formation from the field to Camp 
Humphreys while A CO and B CO executed a deliberate air-assault with 604th Air Support 
Operations Squadron (ASOS)-USAF, successfully ending the field training exercise.  

Your Soldiers demonstrated their hard work and perseverance paid off, highlighting 
their potential and capabilities.  The Nightmare Battalion significantly improved through the sheer force of each 
Soldier’s willingness to push past their limits, showing how their efforts and training did not go to waste.  On behalf 
of the Nightmare Battalion, we thank each of you for sharing your Soldier with us to execute this amazing training 
opportunity, bettering our formation, and enabling us to “Fight Tonight”!  

 

 
Written by - CPT Jared Fay  
                    NIGHTMARE 02 
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CSM Cole mentoring Soldiers for establishing 
base operations at the field training site. 

3-2 GSAB deployment to the field via 
aircraft and ground vehicles. 

Alpha Company, UH-60 landing at the field 
training site. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3CR Soldiers executing Cold-Load Training for an 
upcoming Air-Assault Operation. 

C CO "DUST-OFF" UH-60M preparing to 
conduct medical evacuation air movement. 3-2 GSAB Soldiers conduct security operations 

and establishing sectors of fire. 

Bravo Company, CH-47 taking off from field training site to 
support Battalion operations. UH-60 preparing for take-off. 

3-2GSAB Servicemember utilizing wooded terrain 
for concealment and cover against OPFOR. 

Alpha Company flight over the Korean peninsula. Aircrewman surveying the view from inside a UH-60 while in 
flight. 
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questions or concerns. We are always available and willing to help! 
As always, please do not hesitate to contact Daisy or myself if you have any 

of excellence as we support Orient Shield 2024, a unique training opportunity with the 
Japanese Ground Defense Force in Japan throughout July. August will have the 
opportunity for our Soldiers to make up some missed family time before school starts as 
we prepare to support the Ulchi Freedom Shield here from Camp Humphreys. Overall 
the next few months we will focus on retaining the training value we have gained from 
the last quarter but will do so in a manner to minimize time away from families as we get 
ready to go back into the new school year. Daisy and I are also looking for any interest 
in new SFRG events as the last fundraiser and coffee connection were pretty 
successful. Right now we are planning a monthly fundraiser lunch and monthly coffee 
connection but feel free to discuss any ways you would like to see the Dream Reaper 
community grow! There is also now a group chat on the HHC GSAB 3-2 Facebook page 
and if you have any issues receiving our emails, please let us know so we can 
effectively communicate with everyone. 

Over the next quarter we can expect the Dream Reapers to continue this pattern 

next chapter in their careers as well as welcoming many new Reapers to the family. 
They could not have joined at a better time as we executed our Battalion Situational 
Training Exercise (STX) in April, focused on communications, convoys, and planning 
exercises in May, and culminated the quarter with the Battalion’s Field Exercise (FTX) in 
June. Our Dream Reaper’s learned a lot and performed exceptionally well, earing a 
combined total of 45 Army Achievement Medals, 13 Certificates of Achievement, and 3 
Battalion Coins! 

Over the past few months we have seen many Dream Reapers depart for the 

Dream Reaper Family, 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Daisy White and CPT Daniel White 



HHC
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ALPHA COMPANY
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Dragons Family,
 
     Last quarter the Dragons stayed busy participating in the Battalion STX and FTX. Both training
exercises provided great opportunities for our crews to get experience with over water qualifications,
caving ladder qualifications, air assaults, mixed-MDS multi-ship and live fire gunnery. We spent several
days at TA Ulchi operating out of tents and getting used to operating on longer days in an environment
with less amenities. We battled the heat and nice weather and really got an opportunity to display our
strengths. Getting away from the office allowed everyone in Alpha Company to get to switch modes and
have a little fun while also staying on top of our game. The Dragon team went above and beyond as a
team to execute all missions and bettering our understanding of complex mission planning. In addition to
this, we made huge strides in improving our over the horizon communication systems allowing us to
increase our tactical reach for future operations. 

     The Dragons also conducted two ranges over the past quarter, improving our readiness to “Fight
Tonight”! 1LT Stedman and WO1 Evans planned an executed Alpha Company’s first company internal M17
range, qualifying 14 people on their assigned weapons and running drills to improve confidence and
proficiency. 1LT Gervais and WO1 Evans then planned and executed Alpha Company’s M4 range, qualifying
20 people from Alpha Company on their assigned weapons, followed by additional training and drills led
by Mr. Evans. Both ranges were a huge success and all individuals gained valuable experience with the
additional training. 

     Aside from training, the Dragons conducted an Organization Day that kicked off with an ultimate
frisbee competition between 1st platoon and 2nd platoon, followed by a Company Hail and Farewell
breakfast at Savory where we bid farewell to CW3 Delos-Santos, SPC Mayeux, and SPC Patten. Later in the
day the Dragons took to Suwon for a KT Wiz baseball game and were joined by several Dragon family
members. The KT Wiz won the game, and Alpha Company had a fun day of bonding as a company. 
 months. 
  

     This past quarter, Alpha Company welcomed several new members to the team. CW2 Do, CW2 Patalano,
SFC Trexler, SFC Quinones, SGT Gamez, SPC Magnan, PFC Wagner, PV2 Medina, and PV2 Kiewert all joined
the Dragon team and we’re excited to continue to get to know them and work with them. 

 

 



ALPHA COMPANY

              Looking ahead, Alpha Company will be participating in Orient Shield in Japan during the month of
July where we will continue to improve our experience and readiness with joint training with other units
in 2CAB, US Army Japan, and the Japanese Army. We will be spending just under three weeks in Japan
conducting exercises and cultural days. We’re looking forward to experiencing something new and seeing
some new sights. Alpha Company will also be participating in UFS out of Camp Humphreys, as well as
some potential joint training exercises with 160th and the US Air Force. At the end of September, we will
be conducting platoon level air movements, where our crews will get a chance to build on the training
they’ve conducted over the summer to fly tactical missions across the Korean Peninsula. Alpha Company
will also be participating in a Warrior Adventure Quest on August 8, set up by Chaplain Baek. The trip will
consist of some water and boat activities to build more teamwork and cohesion across the company and
to allow for a chance to take a step back from all of the hard work that has been put in over the past few
months. 

Go Dragons! 

CPT Kazia Karwowski
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Crewmembers after a successful
flight! 

A CO welcomes remaining FTX Crew back to Camp
Humphreys to close out our BN field training exercise.



ALPHA COMPANY
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Pilots defend our field site from
attack from OPFOR during battalion

field exercise

A CO practices barrier drills at our
recent M4 Range 

A CO practices ready up drills at our M4 range. 

A lane safety observes a firer as he
conducts M17 qualification at our

company range. 



ALPHA COMPANY
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A CO practices overwater multi-ship over some small islands 

A CO conducts caving ladder
operations during battalion STX 

A CO practices overwater multi-ship
operations during battalion STX



BRAVO COMPANY

Innkeeper Family, 

     We hope this newsletter finds you well. 2024 has been a busy yet fun year, and we look forward to
continuing to grow as a unit. Here’s a roundup of recent and upcoming events within our unit. 

     April Highlights – At the start of April our soldiers engaged in the Battalion Situational Training
Exercise, where they enhanced their readiness and set the stage for our Field Training Exercise later in
June. In late April, many of our soldiers their families had the opportunity to travel south and explore
Korean culture through the Cultural Immersion Trip. While some soldiers and their families were unable
to attend, they will be given the opportunity to take advantage of this trip in the fall season. 

     May Highlights – To kick off May, the Innkeepers took a trip to the east coast to participate in the
Warrior Adventure Quest on May 9th, hosted by the Unit Ministry Team. During this trip, soldiers drove
ATV’s around the beach, and competed in a fierce series of paintball battles. The following day on May
10th, many Innkeepers headed up to Seoul for the AAAA Ball to celebrate the camaraderie and
achievement of the Aviation branch. From May 13-14, Bravo Company conducted a Bambi rodeo, where
many pilots and crew chiefs were qualified on the Bambi bucket system used to fight fires. Then from May
16-17, the Innkeepers hosted a Leader Seminar at the Humphreys Hub. This seminar gave the Innkeepers
the opportunity to listen to senior leaders in the Chinook and Nightmare Battalion community and reflect
on their words of wisdom in both platoon and cohort breakout lunches. Finally, at the end of the month,
the Innkeepers kicked off the Field Training Exercise at Camp Humphreys.
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Crewmember on CH-47 ramp during
multi-ship operation 

View from the Cockpit during multi-ship operation 



BRAVO COMPANY

    June Highlights – June began with Bravo Company picking up from Camp Humphreys and heading
down south to begin the field portion of the FTX. The Innkeepers worked hard in a dynamic and tough
environment. Bravo Company demonstrated its capabilities away from base, and its readiness to deploy
and fight at a moment’s notice. After the FTX, the Innkeepers returned to Camp Humphreys to recover
equipment and review ways to improve overall readiness. Later in June on the 26th, LTC Snipes and CSM
Cole hosted a coffee talk for all 3-2 spouses to pass along information as well as to answer any questions.
Then on the 27th, some Innkeepers had the opportunity to head to Chipyong-ni for a Staff Ride with the 3-
2 Command Team.  

     July and beyond – To kick off July, the Innkeepers will be hosting an SFRG Potluck on July 3rd to
celebrate Independence Day and build the Innkeeper family bond. After the long weekend, the Innkeepers
will come back and make preparations to head to Japan from July 10-29. In Japan, our unit will participate
in Operation Orient Shield, enhancing our interoperability and readiness along our Japanese
counterparts. Upon our return to Korea, the Innkeepers will have an organizational day on August 2nd to
recognize our unit’s achievement and unity. Following this event, all Innkeeper aviators and crewmembers
will be called to the Humphreys Hub to partake in the Tavern Call. Then, from August 5-9 Bravo Company
will shift its posture towards nighttime operations to enhance our NVG training. 

Bring It On!

CPT Will Marshall
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CH-47s parked at battalion field training exercise Crewmember on the ramp  during
NVG Operations



CHARLIE COMPANY
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DELTA COMPANY
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ECHO COMPANY
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FOX COMPANY
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FOX COMPANY
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FOX COMPANY
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FOX COMPANY
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COMHAWK

On 17 June, Comhawk bid farewell to its Commander, CW5 Jonathan Miller. Mr Miller
conducted his last mission, after two years of successfully leading the detachment and
mentoring its Soldiers. Pictured is Mr Miller and is the crew of his last mission (L to R),
PFC Brown, SGT Hinton, CW5 Miller, CW3 Cichowski, SGT Gomez

In addition to Mr Miller’s last mission, Comhawk presented the ‘Lady of Loretto’ award to
Mrs Jean Miller. The award recognized the care and dedication that Jean demonstrated to
every Soldier and family member in the detachment. She will greatly missed!
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COMHAWK

On 15 June, Comhawk gathered at the Red Cloud pavilion for a Detachment Hail and
Fairwell. We said goodbye to Mr Miller, his wife Jean and daughter Kayleigh; who will be
returning to the states to embark on an exciting new chapter of their post-Army life!

CW4 Thomas Whiting, COMHAWK Commander 

UPCOMING UNIT  MINISTRY TEAM EVENTS ( JUL-AUG)  
JULY 

JULY – DMZ TRAVEL 
3  JULY – TAE-KWON-DO BLACK BELT TEST 
10 JULY – WEDNESDAY WELLNESS 
16 JULY – WAQ: RAFTING & ATV (ANYBODY)

AUGUST

1 AUGUST – WAQ: WATER-SKI  (FOCUSING ON DELTA)
6 AUGUST – TAE-KWON-DO BLACK BELT NEW CLASS START (AUG,  SEP ,  OCT ,
AND NOVEMBER – 

IN 4MONTHS ,YOU CAN GET THE BLACK BELT.  
EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY PT T IME FROM 0600 TO 0700.
TRAINING IS FREE)  
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UPCOMING UNIT  MINISTRY TEAM EVENTS (CONTINUED)
7 AUGUST – WEDNESDAY WELLNESS 
8 AUGUST – WAQ: WATER-SKI  (FOCUSING ON ALPHA)  
15  AUGUST – BORDERLINE TRIP (DMZ)  
22  -  23  AUGUST – BUILDING STRONG READY TEAM (TBD)
28 AUGUST – WEDNESDAY WELLNESS 

KOREAN CULTURE IMMERSION TRIP 
JE JU ISLAND – 17-19 SEPTEMBER 24
BUSAN CITY OR ELSE – 8-10 OCTOBER 24

ONGOING 
KOREAN CLASS 101

EVERYONE WELCOME ( INCLUDING FAMILY MEMBERS)  
1  AUGUST TO 26 SEPTEMBER
EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY 
1130-1200 (LUNCH HOUR)
CHAPLAIN ’S  OFFICE 
TEACHERS:  CHAPLAIN ,  KATUSA 

WAQ IS ONLY FOR SOLDIERS.  PLEASE CONTACT CH BAEK AT
SEUNG.E .BAEK.MIL@ARMY.MIL OR THE UNIT MINISTRY TEAM IF  YOU HAVE ANY

QUESTIONS OR WANT TO PARTICIPATE



Other
Upcoming
Activities
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3-2 GSAB WEBSITE AND OTHER HELPFUL
LINKS
HTTP://3-2GSAB.COM/INDEX.HTML 

We are excited to announce the launch of the 3-2 GSAB website
developed by our very own KATUSAs. The website is separated
into a “before arrival” and “after arrival”  section. There are many
tips and tricks on how to make a seamless transition to life in
Korea, even for those who are already living at Camp Humphreys.
You can also find updates and pictures of 3-2 GSAB events from
the Nightmare UMT Team. 

Other Useful Links:
The links below are great to help you find physical and online
support resources. Be sure to check out the Humphreys MWR
Website for all the latest events happening near our installation. 

https://www.facebook.com/NightmareBattalion/
https://humphreys.armymwr.com/
https://humphreys.armymwr.com/programs/army-community-
service
https://www.militaryonesource.mil/
https://installations.militaryonesource.mil/in-depth-
overview/camp-humphreys-usag-humphreys

  Please contact the BN
Command Family Readiness
Representative 1LT Gervais

at
jennifer.j.gervais.mil@army.
mil  for more information on
how to get connected with

our Soldier Family
Readiness Groups! All are

welcome! 

http://3-2gsab.com/index.html
http://3-2gsab.com/index.html
https://www.facebook.com/NightmareBattalion/
https://humphreys.armymwr.com/
https://humphreys.armymwr.com/programs/army-community-service
https://humphreys.armymwr.com/programs/army-community-service
https://www.militaryonesource.mil/
https://installations.militaryonesource.mil/in-depth-overview/camp-humphreys-usag-humphreys
https://installations.militaryonesource.mil/in-depth-overview/camp-humphreys-usag-humphreys



